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Exper�ence

Conducted in-depth research on blockchain technology, covering metrics, NFT markets,
and fintech applications.
Played a key role in developing relevant metrics for advancing blockchain research.
Authored papers and articles focusing on emerging blockchain trends.
Leveraged proficiency in R, Python, and EViews to meticulously analyze cryptocurrency
data, execute comprehensive backtesting of trading strategies, and derive actionable
insights for refining approaches and optimizing performance in dynamic market
conditions.

Participated in a seasonal research program for the Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), focusing on analyzing finance accessibility within the agriculture industry in
Africa.
Conducted comprehensive research on overseas development funds and other financial
opportunities aimed at enhancing the development of the African region.
Collaborated with a team to analyze data and formulate insights regarding finance
accessibility and its impact on agricultural development in Africa.
Contributed to the creation of reports summarizing research findings.

Authored financial news articles for the main news bulletin on television, focusing on
simplifying complex economic topics for broad audience comprehension.
Welcomed and assisted guests providing insights on current economic situations for
television appearances.
Conducted interviews with individuals discussing economic conditions for news
coverage.
Translated news articles and documents from English to Turkish for broadcast.

P/T Research Assistant

Research Volunteer (Seasonal)

P/T Financial News Intern

2022 - 2023

2022-2022

2019-2020

BlockchainIST Center, Bahcesehir University, Istanbul

Development Gateway, Washington, District of Columbia (Remote)

A-Para News Center, İstanbul
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Reference

Bahcesehir University (100% Scholarship)

Vefa High School

Economics and Finance (3,37) 

2013-2018

2018-2023

Python

Machine Learning

Vensim

Microsoft Office 

Bloomberg Terminal 

R

Turkish (Native)

English (C1)

German (A2)

Dutch (A1)

Expert�se

Language

I am an Economics and Finance graduate from Bahcesehir University in İstanbul with a passion for
data science and research. As a P/T Research Assistant at BlockchainIST Center, Turkey's first
university research and development center for Blockchain Technology, I have experience in
blockchain technology, on-chain data, metric creation and cryptocurrencies. I am proficient in

Python, R, Microsoft Office, Bloomberg Terminal, and SQL. With a strong academic record from
Vefa High School, which is known for its rich history and success, I have a broad perspective on
economics and finance. My interests include statistics and stock markets, and I am committed to

continuous learning and growth in these areas.
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LinkedIn: Adem Hatipoglu
GitHub: ademhatipoglu

(Second in the Department)

Blockchain Technology

SQL

(Willing to relocate)

Information Systems (Minor Degree)
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